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Propagation of Short Electron Pulses in a Plasma Channel
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We report the near-steady-state propagation over long distance of a 25 psec, tightly focused
relativistic electron beam which creates, by radial ejection of plasma electrons, a focusing ion channel
in a plasma of electron density smaller than the beam. A dense beam core, close in radius to the
injected beam, which was nearly matched to the ion focusing strength, is observed at the plasma exit.
Time-resolved imaging confirms that this core is situated in the trailing half of the beam, as predicted
by analytical and computer models. We discuss the impact of these results on plasma wake field
acceleration schemes. [S0031-9007(97)04922-3]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 52.35.Mw, 52.75.Di
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When a tightly focused electron beam propagates in
underdense plasma (beam density greater than the pla
electron density,nb . n0), the plasma electrons are ex
pelled radially by the space charge of the beam, formin
an ion channel which in turn provides a uniform, linear fo
cusing force on the beam. Beam propagation over lo
distances in this ion-focused regime has been studied
perimentally [1] in the context of beams long compared
the plasma skin depth [2] (radian of plasma wave oscill
tion), sz ¿ k21

p . For short beamsssz , 2k21
p d, which

are of interest as drivers for plasma wake field acceler
tion (PWFA) [3], previous work on beam self-focused
propagation in plasma has been confined to a study
which transverse equilibration was observed in an ove
densesnb , n0d plasma [4]. There has also been signifi
cant theoretical and experimental interest in thin [5,6] an
thick [7] plasma lenses, primarily for linear collider fina
focus applications, but with no experimental results yet o
tained in the underdense regime.

The present experiments were motivated by the pr
posed use of the underdense (“blow-out”) regime fo
PWFA [8], which is very attractive in terms of drive and
accelerating beam guiding. In contrast to the overden
case, when an ion column free of plasma electrons
formed, the focusing due to this column is predicted to b
linear in radiusr and independent of longitudinal position
z. The blow-out regime also promises high quality ac
celeration fields inside the electron-free region, compos
of uniform phase fronts which are dependent only onz.
The present experiments were begun to better underst
the initial studies of PWFA in this regime [9] at the Ar-
gonne Wakefield Accelerator Facility (AWA) [10]. In
these studies, beam parameter (current, emittance, and
ergy) requirements for obtaining ion channel self-focusin
are difficult to satisfy [11]. This is especially true for
short beams, as the electrons near the leading edge (he
of the pulse receive less focusing due to the finite respon
time of the plasma electron motion. If the beam is in
tially b matched to the focusing gradient of an ion chan
nel [11] (initial depth of focus of the incoming beam wais
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at plasma entranceb  s2
r y´ is beq 

p
gy2pren0; sr

and ´ are the rms beam radius and emittance, resp
tively) the transverse distribution in the body of the bea
is nearly stationary, while that near the head expands
dially. The loss in beam head density associated with t
expansion further retards the plasma electron respon
causing the pinch point (where sufficient focusing deve
ops to stabilize the beam radius) to move backwards
the beam frame. The relaxation distance for these be
head dynamics, in which a near equilibrium is establishe
is 4beq > 5 cm in the present experiments, or less tha
half of the plasma length,Lp  12 cm. After relaxation,
emittance-driven beam head erosion proceeds at a m
slower pace [11,12]. These focusing effects are best o
served when the fractional beam energy loss is small
is 0.16 for the#20 MeVym deceleration wake fields pre-
dicted for the present measurements. Theoretical wo
also predicts a beam centroid instability due to tran
verse dipole wake fields [13] (electron hose instability
but computer simulations indicate this instability is muc
suppressed forkpsz , p [14].

The plasma chamber used in the experiments is sho
in Fig. 1, with electron pulses derived from the AWA
[10] entering from the left. The AWA is an rf photoin-
jector which currently produces anE  14.5 MeV beam
(g  Eymec2) with a high chargeQ per bunch and short
pulse lengthsz appropriate for wake field studies. Beam
diagnostics immediately upstream of the plasma cham
include an energy spectrometer, an emittance measu
ment system, an integrating current transformer (ICT) a
Faraday cup to measureQ, a phosphor screen and, at th
focal point of theb-matching solenoid, an optical tran
sition radiation (OTR) screen to obtain transverse bea
profile images. The bunch length is measured using
Cerenkov radiation diagnostic at the end of the plasma,
described below.

The plasma is created by a dc hollow cathode a
discharge. The arc current density in the beam region i
orders of magnitude smaller than the beam current dens
and thus does not significantly affect the beam’s transve
© 1997 The American Physical Society 81
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FIG. 1. Diagnostics beam line and plasma cell (shown with
out the plasma radial confinement solenoid). The anode dia
nostics include (a) tungsten collimator with (b) 1 mm wide slit,
(c) 500 mm thick quartz Cerenkov plate, and (d) mirror and
outgoing light.

motion. The plasma density (,25% ionization fraction),
which is in the region ofn0  1.15 3 1013 cm23, is
mapped with a Langmuir probe (calibrated with a 140 GH
microwave interferometer), and found to be within 10%
of the peak value over the nominal plasma length, with
steep initial ramp near the cathode tip. The half-maximu
point, located 9 mm downstream of the cathode, isLp >
12.25 cm away from the diagnostic-filled anode. Th
plasma density is typically measured at the start and fini
of a one hour experimental run.

The bunch parametersQ, sr , b, and ´ at the begin-
ning of the plasma cannot be measured while the plas
is on, and thus are not simultaneously measured along w
the beam’s final state under the influence of plasma focu
ing. These quantities are also measured before and a
the plasma run, to eliminate the possibility of a drift in
accelerator conditions. The plasma focusing experime
demand thatQ be measured for every shot using the up
stream nondestructive ICT, at which point the charge
larger than that propagating in the plasma chamber, due
a small amount of scraping by the cathode assembly ap
ture. This scraping fraction is quantified under plasm
off conditions by simultaneous measurements with the IC
and FC1, the Faraday cup following the cathode. The in
tial focal spot size near the waist of theb-matching sole-
noid was measured with plasma off at the OTR screen
FC1. Some of these profiles deviated significantly fro
the cylindrical symmetry assumed in the simulations, ha
ing an asymmetric shape with an aspect ratio as high
4:1. The 25% of the shots having an asymmetry larg
than 2:1 were rejected, and the remaining images tested
peak intensity as well as for fractional integrated intensi
inside a test radius of 0.28 mm. A symmetric Gaussia
with sx  sy  sr , having the same integral defines a
effective radius, which was found to be nearly indepe
dent ofQ, with mean value ofsr  284 6 24 mm. The
presence of mild asymmetries causes use of the eff
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tive sr to underestimate the peak beam density, predictin
nbyn0  2.0 at 14 nC (assuming a 25 psec FWHM bunch
length, see below). The actual value from the peak inte
sity in the image data isnbyn0  2.0 and 2.5 atQ  7 and
14 nC, respectively, and the plasma is well underdense
beam input for all experimental conditions.

The beam divergencesx0 and bunch length were mea-
sured with plasma off using the anode diagnostics, in
cluding a 1 mm wide (4 mm deep) tungsten slit apertur
followed by a 0.5 mm thick quartz plate inclined 12± to
the beam direction. A portion of the radially polarized
outgoing Cerenkov light from this diagnostic (transvers
resolution is 80mm) exits the plate at the Brewster angle
to suppress internal reflections and is sent to either a CC
camera for time-integrated imaging or to the 2 psec resol
tion streak camera. The beam charge after collimation b
the slit aperture is recorded on the Faraday cup followin
the anode, FC2. For measuringsx0 , the beam is allowed
to drift from the initial waist to the anode. The divergence
is calculated from the width of a Gaussian fit to the pro
file along the slit, and the drift length from the initial waist
(the error in the waist location can be up to 6 mm, causin
a 5% error insx0). The beam divergence is 18.5 mrad a
14 nC and decreases linearly to 15.5 mrad at 7 nC, yiel
ing ´n > g´  149 and 130 mm mrad and initialbi 
1.52 and 1.74 cm, for high and low charge, respectively
These emittance values also agree with upstream pepp
pot measurements. Note that the input beamb function
is slightly mismatched in these cases to the ion focusin
beq  1.25 cm. The input bunch length is measured by
refocusing the beam on the anode, with the Cerenkov lig
analyzed with a Hamamatsu C1587 streak camera, givi
a pulse length of25 6 3 psec FWHM.

After the beam is collimated, the transmitted charg
Qtrans is recorded on the downstream Faraday cup FC
and the value multiplied by a factor of 1.25 to correc
for the charge scraped by the anode wall after multip
scattering in the 130mm thick Cu exit foil and quartz plate.
With plasma focusing, the fraction of the initial charge
transmitted through the slit,h  QtransyQ, serves as an
independent measure of the beam radius.

With the plasma on, the time-integrated Cerenkov pro
file shown in Fig. 2 displays a narrow, intense peak as
result of ion focusing. Thex-projected FWHM in this case
is 0.9 mm, 40% broader than at the plasma start, but co
sistent with the beam head spreading predicted by sim
lations. The projected peak intensity is 10 times great
than in the no plasma case, and is accompanied by a
duction in intensity at largejxj, away from the peak. As
the beam transverse centroid jitter [15] is not small com
pared to the slit aperture, a large shot-to-shot spread inh

due to increased scraping appears. To select only sh
centered on the slit, a shot is rejected if itsy peak (defined
by the 0.8-maximum points) is within 100mm of one, but
not both, apertures. Values ofh selected in this way for
an initially matchedsz0  0d case are displayed in Fig. 3,
along with the results of simulations. Varying the value
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FIG. 2. Transverse beam profile after collimation, from dig
tized CCD camera image of Cerenkov light.

of sx0 in the simulations within expected errors produc
h values 3% higher and 7% lower than nominal; even s
the measuredh includes points falling far below this range
especially for lowerQ. For these points we cannot exper
mentally rule out possible double-peakedy profiles. Some
of the spread in the data also certainly arises from fluctu
tions in the initial beam aspect ratio. An initially strongl
asymmetric beam profile would cause plasma electrons
blow out only in the narrow dimension, giving enhance
focusing in this dimension, thus producing further profi
asymmetry. In any case, it can be stated that a largeh

ensures a vertically well slit-centered distribution which
approximately symmetric.

The simulation results given in Fig. 3 use the plasm
fluid codeNOVO [7], modified to include a super-particle
representation of the beam electrons [9]. Results of t
code have been benchmarked against an electromagn
particle-in-cell (PIC) code; the calculation ofh is nearly
identical (smaller inNOVO by 4%), and soNOVO was used
in this analysis because of its speed. The calculations
8000 beam particles, initialized to a thermal distributio
derived from the measured beam size and divergence.

FIG. 3. Transmission data and simulations for an initial
nearlyb-matched case.
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FIG. 4(color). False-color Cerenkov streak image showin
nbsx, td, with earlier times (beam head) on top, and yello
representing the highest value.

A more detailed view of the underlying dynamics is of
fered by the time-resolved streak camera images whi
however, contain information only about longitudinal an
horizontal profiles, as measured in a 20mm vertical strip
centered in the slit aperture. Adequate beam symme
and vertical centering in the slit were insured in these me
surements by requiringh $ 0.45. A streak image satis-
fying this test is shown in Fig. 4, a false color image o
the distributionnbsx, y  0, td. The predicted flaring of
the beam head can be observed in this image. No str
image of the plasma-off case is shown, since beam exp
sion causes the intensity to drop below useful levels.

Each image that was analyzed further was sliced in
short (5.7 psec)t slices; for everyt slice the integrated (in
x) intensity, as well as the beam width, defined as the
gion containing half the integrated intensitys2x1y2 # x #

x1y2d, were determined. As the streak images at this res
lution are inherently noisy, the results of this analysis f
ten images within a narrow charge windows10.2 , Q ,

11.8 nCd were summed to produce a composite picture
the beam distribution. This is shown in Fig. 5, along wit
the rms error bars and PIC simulation results, analyz
to give beam width as a function oft slice. The experi-
mental data and PIC simulations display a profile flared
the beam head due to radial expansion, as well as a be
core which is nearly matched and slightly larger,sr >
370 mm, due to adiabatic antidamping of the emittanc

FIG. 5. Time-slice dependence of beam intensity and ha
width, from experiment (exp.) and PIC simulation (sim.).
83
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than at input. The simulation’s agreement with the da
is quite good, with a notable deviation in that the exper
mental results generally show less pronounced beam-h
expansion, except for one leading simulation point—th
value ofx1y2 is obtained from very few beam simulation
particles, and is therefore subject to unphysical statistic
fluctuations. The larger expansion in the simulated bea
head behavior may be due to the assumption of an inp
beam with a thermal transverse phase space. This is
accurate for photoinjector beams, where the emittance
a t slice is smaller than that of the full beam, with muc
of the total emittance arising from a correlation betweent
and orientation of transverse phase space [16]. We n
finally that the time-resolved measurements show no s
nificant evidence for onset of electron-hose instability.

The above data were taken with beams nearlyb matched
to the focusing channel strength. In order to explore d
namics of mismatched beams further, data runs were tak
with the input beam focused to a waist 2.5 cm upstrea
of the plasma column start, so that is was strongly mi
matched in bothb and dbydz. This case, withn0 un-
changed, displayed a smaller spread inh than seen in
Fig. 3, with values ranging from 0.27 to 0.59; the averag
wash  0.42 6 0.01 (with plasma-off,h  0.1), while
simulation results were in the range ofh  0.45 to 0.52.
Further,h for these mismatched beams was observed f
several different values ofn0, a test which serves to distin-
guish the difference between the casenb , n0, where the
focusing has negligibly weak dependence onn0, and the
casenb . n0, where the envelope oscillations proceed
twice the ion-channel betatron frequency,kenv  2kb ;
2ybeq ,

p
n0. Several measures of theh distribution in

these runs are shown as a function ofn0 in Fig. 6: peak,
80th percentile, and mean. All of these quantities are se
sitive ton0, with strong suppression of transmission occu
ring where focusing phase advancekenv Lp gives a local
minimum beam size at the plasma exit. This sensitivi
is a signature thatnb . n0 over significant lengths of the
plasma.

In conclusion, short intense relativistic bunches derive
from an rf photoinjector have been observed, through int
grated and time-dependent imaging, as well as collima
transmission, to self-guide in an underdense plasma
lengths many times the initialb. Picosecond-resolution
imaging of transverse beam distribution displays th
equilibrium body and trumpet-shaped head predicted
simulations and analysis [11,12]. The simulations are
quantitative agreement with the beam sizes and transm
sions obtained for symmetric beams in the experime
with the observed deviations likely arising from the
approximate nature of the beam simulation model. Th
simulation results predict stable beam guiding which co
tinues over longer distances, as must be the case for th
effective use as underdense PWFA drivers [8,11]. O
results also point to a problem which must be addressed
future PWFA work: stabilizing the transverse beam ce
troid and distribution shape. This will be accomplishe
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FIG. 6. Dependence ofh distribution measures (peak, 80th
percentile, and mean) as a function ofn0 for b-mismatched
case.

through advances in laser (e.g., spatial filtering) and ph
tocathode (e.g., high quantum efficiency, uniform emitte
such as Cs2Te) technology. Additionally, for refined pre-
dictions of PWFA performance, further development of th
beam-plasma interaction computational model, includin
three-dimensional effects, would be useful.
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